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Since 2019, Network of ASEAN-China Think-tanks (NACT) has been publishing joint researches of all its Working
Groups. This book is a collection of research papers contributed by ASEAN and China scholars.This book is published at
a time of growing debate in the region over connectivity. The contributing scholars provide their ingenious and insightful
thoughts from either a national or regional perspective. The book also contains Working Group Report that include
innovative and practical policy recommendations on strengthening the connectivity between ASEAN and China.
With the advent of the Internet, and the resulting interconnection within a city and among cities, internet innovation has
led to a number of important applications in economic and social fields, helping traditional industries upgrade and
organizations gain new core competencies, thereby engendering new business models and new industries. This is what
we refer to as the 'Internet Plus'. The 'Internet Plus' action plan was first introduced by Premier Li Keqiang in his
Government Work Report at the Third Plenary Session of the 12th National People's Congress on March 5, 2015. This
book expounds how 'Internet Plus' plan transforms and influences traditional economy, impacts technological and
economic aspects of industries, extends its reach to people's daily lives and creates more profound social implications. In
addition, the authors put forward constructive measures and suggestions for Shanghai to promote development of the
'Internet Plus' era and to enhance the city's economic impact and service level as a core city.
This book investigates key developments in China’s manufacturing industry from the perspectives of general evaluation,
regional analysis, industrial analysis and enterprise analysis. Based on data for 1978 to 2013, it details the characteristics
of the different stages, typical development patterns, and the international status of China’s manufacturing sector. It also
provides an in-depth portrait of China’s new-type manufacturing sector based on four main aspects, namely, economic
creativity, technological innovation capability, energy conservation capability, and environmental protection capability,
and subsequently assesses the status quo of this sector, analyzes the regional development characteristics, and ranks
China’s top 10 provinces and top 10 cities in terms of manufacturing. The book outlines the industrial characteristics of
China’s manufacturing sector and analyzes the factors influencing its development and lastly, it examines China’s listed
manufacturing enterprises, ranking and providing brief snapshots of the top 50 most respected enterprises. This book is
intended for all those interested in the development of China’s manufacturing sector, especially university instructors and
students, governmental officials and managerial personnel in the manufacturing sector and related enterprises.
The Essential Guide for Buying from China's Manufacturers is packed with practical information, advice, insights and tips
for purchasing managers and buyers wanting to work successfully with Chinese companies. This book contains secrets
that few people know about Chinese companies and business practices, information that will give the reader a crucial
advantage over competitors. This book will save time and money, and is guaranteed to dramatically improve results in
China. It includes the sources of quality problems and why quality control is crucial to success; how to successfully
negotiate with the Chinese; identifying and selecting quality factories and suppliers; understanding the importance of
relationships and their relevance to business in China; avoiding problems by following the fundamental rules of
communication; preventing loss of 'face' while doing business in China; protecting intellectual property rights in China.
Wave goodbye to problems in China forever!
Predicting economic challenges that the author believes will occur as a result of China's growing ability to produce U.S.
products more cheaply, an economic analysis draws on hundreds of interviews with Chinese, American, and European
workers and businesspeople that draw conclusions about China's future as a superpower. 75,000 first printing.
This report assesses the effectiveness of China’s industrial policies, using China’s commercial aviation manufacturing industry as
a case study. It evaluates China’s efforts to create a national champion in this industry, and analyzes foreign manufacturers’
efforts to protect key technologies when setting up production facilities there. It also offers policy options for foreign governments
responding to Chinese policies.
The greatest success of Chinese enterprise reform has been the creation of market competition. Competition has forced the state
to retreat from non-strategic sectors and increased private ownership in the industry. This development has created ownership
diversification in the Chinese industry, which is in line with the leadership's 2-R (?Retreat and Retain?) enterprise reform policy.
The ownership diversification is a distinction of the reformed economy, called ?a socialist economy with Chinese characteristics?.
The backbone of the economy is the large state firms in strategic sectors, largely shielded from international competition, in which
most of them have been coping well with the domestically competitive environment. After China's entry to the WTO, can these
firms still maintain their market dominance once all forms of protection are dismantled? Are Chinese firms ready for direct
competition with their foreign rivals in the manufacturing sector? Will FAW, China's No. 1 state-owned automotive corporation, be
defeated on its home ground by its foreign rivals in a freely accessed market? The core of these questions is about the
sustainability of diversified ownership in the economy after it is integrated with the world trading system. Who will dominate the
Chinese industry after the WTO entry: foreign or private ownership? The question is addressed by applying the market structure
and entry theory of industrial economics, since WTO accession will basically result in change in both the market type and the
market structure of the industry. Based on this, the study developed the market share testing theory to assess the competitiveness
of dominant incumbents according to the type of market. The overall finding is that most large state incumbents will survive but
their survival strategy will be changed from single ownership control to mixed ownership control. Thus, it is expected that more
joint ventures between foreign and large state-owned firms will emerge in the post-WTO-entry economy. But whether such firms
will evolve into foreign-controlled state-owned firms is an interesting question which remains to be answered.
A Best Business Book of 2017 -- The Financial Times China is now the biggest foreign player in Africa. It's Africa's largest trade
partner, the largest infrastructure financier, and the fastest-growing source of foreign direct investment. Chinese entrepreneurs are
flooding into the continent, investing in long-term assets such as factories and heavy equipment. Considering Africa's difficult
history of colonialism, one might suspect that China's activity there is another instance of a foreign power exploiting resources. But
as author Irene Yuan Sun vividly shows in this remarkable book, it is really a story about resilient Chinese entrepreneurs building
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in Africa what they so recently learned to build in China--a global manufacturing powerhouse. The fact that China sees Africa not
for its poverty but for its potential wealth is a striking departure from the attitude of the West, particularly that of the United States.
Despite fifty years of Western aid programs, Africa still has more people living in extreme poverty than any other region in the
world. Those who are serious about raising living standards across the continent know that another strategy is needed. Chinese
investment gives rise to a tantalizing possibility: that Africa can industrialize in the coming generation. With a manufacturing-led
transformation, Africa would be following in the footsteps of the United States in the nineteenth century, Japan in the early
twentieth, and the Asian Tigers in the late twentieth. Many may consider this an old-fashioned way to develop, but as Sun argues,
it's the only one that's proven to raise living standards across entire societies in a lasting way. And with every new Chinese factory
boss setting up machinery and hiring African workers--and managers--that possibility becomes more real for Africa. With
fascinating and moving human stories along with incisive business and economic analysis, The Next Factory of the World will
make you rethink both China's role in the world and Africa's future in the globalized economy.
This book explains the history, current situation, market size and technological level of China's telecommunication industry in
detail. It also provides an introduction to the main operators in China and their respective market shares and network technologies.
Information about major equipment manufacturing enterprises and their major products is also provided, and their competitive
strengths are analyzed. Finally, the book describes the evolution of China's telecommunication regulatory regime, the changes in
telecommunication policies and the reform of regulatory practices. The impact of these reform measures is then briefly evaluated.
Inside the engine-room of China's economic growth—the China Development Bank Anyone wanting a primer on the secret of
China's economic success need look no further than China Development Bank (CDB)—which has displaced the World Bank as the
world's biggest development bank, lending billions to countries around the globe to further Chinese policy goals. In China’s
Superbank, Bloomberg authors Michael Forsythe and Henry Sanderson outline how the bank is at the center of China's domestic
economic growth and how it is helping to expand China's influence in strategically important overseas markets. 100 percent owned
by the Chinese government, the CDB holds the key to understanding the inner workings of China's state-led economic
development model, and its most glaring flaws. The bank is at the center of the country's efforts to build a world-class network of
highways, railroads, and power grids, pioneering a lending scheme to local governments that threatens to spawn trillions of yuan in
bad loans. It is doling out credit lines by the billions to Chinese solar and wind power makers, threatening to bury global
competitors with a flood of cheap products. Another $45 billion in credit has been given to the country's two biggest telecom
equipment makers who are using the money to win contracts around the globe, helping fulfill the goal of China's leaders for its
leading companies to "go global." Bringing the story of China Development Bank to life by crisscrossing China to investigate the
quality of its loans, China’s Superbank travels the globe, from Africa, where its China-Africa fund is displacing Western lenders in
a battle for influence, to the oil fields of Venezuela. Offers a fascinating insight into the China Development Bank (CDB), the driver
of China's rapid economic development Travels the globe to show how the CDB is helping Chinese businesses "go global" Written
by two respected reporters at Bloomberg News As China's influence continues to grow around the world, many people are asking
how far it will extend. China’s Superbank addresses these vital questions, looking at the institution at the heart of this growth.
In the past three decades, China has experienced an unprecedented pace of economic and urban development. It’s economy is now
transforming from one based on manufacturing industries towards the producer services, with the importance of these services in the national
and regional economy being recognized by economists and policy makers alike. With growing demand and policy support, producer services
are expected to expand rapidly, leading to a new wave of economic and urban development in China. This groundbreaking volume is one of
the first to address questions related to the development of these services in China. The contributions explore a wide range of associated
topics including the characteristics of the growth of producer services and how this is related to China’s economic and urban transition, the
distribution of these services amongst Chinese cities, as well as drawing comparison between producer service development in China and
Western counterparts. This volume also discusses the dynamics of the development of these services in China and how the politicaleconomic embeddedness of China has shaped the development of producer services. Finally, the consequences of this growth and how the
economy and urban space have change in response is explored, as well as the challenges Chinese cities face in moving towards a service
economy, and how this can inform future public policies. This volume addresses the pressing need to understand the economic and urban
changes in post-industrial China to allow appropriate strategies and policies to formulated to facilitate future development in China. The text is
rich with statistical data and diagrams, providing original contributions and a cutting edge overview. This timely publication will be of interest
to upper-level undergraduates, postgraduates, and researchers interested in China, Urban Studies and Economic Development.
42 Rules for Sourcing and Manufacturing in China (2nd Edition)Happy About
THE ACADEMY OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (UK and Ireland Chapter) published in association with the UK and Ireland Chapter of the
Academy of International Business International Business: New Challenges, New Forms, New perspectives. This book provides in-depth and
new knowledge about some of the most recent challenges for international businesses such as corporate social responsibility, the
phenomenon of outward foreign direct investment from China, and the international growth of smaller firms, including international new
ventures. This volume also reflects on new perspectives in international business by presenting the experience of successful business
experts in the field in managing large international projects, the issues they face and the strategies they use to tackle them.
This book examines how since about 2008 the economy of Taiwan has become ever more deeply integrated into the economy of China. It
goes beyond a consideration of trade and investment flows, and discusses also the large population flows, the growing integration of the two
financial systems and the nature of the deep economic integration at the industry and firm level. It considers the impact of growing economic
integration on society and politics, assesses how China-Taiwan economic integration is affecting the East Asian region more widely, and
explores the implications for international relations, including the United States dominance in the region. Overall, the book presents a
comprehensive analysis of all the issues.
Inhaltsangabe:Summary: Throughout the past three years, China has become the number one country for investment, attracting more foreign
direct investment than the USA. New laws allow foreign companies to acquire Chinese enterprises. Through telephone interviews the authors
collected information on the current activities and future plans of 37 Swiss manufacturing companies in China. How do traditionally exportoriented manufacturing companies see this situation? What are their strategies? Do they consider Mergers & Acquistion (M&A) as a strategic
option? The paper shows the results of a survey on the China activities of Swiss manufacturing companies up to 4000 employees, conducted
by two students of the University of Applied Sciences Northwestern Switzerland in 2003. Inhaltsverzeichnis:Table of Contents: LIST OF
GRAPHSI ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONSII ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSIII EXECUTIVE SUMMARYIV INTRODUCTION1 1.Goal of the
survey1 2.Structure of the paper1 I.GENERAL PART3 1.Foreign Investment Forms in China3 2.FDI - New way to introduce Foreign fund in
China5 3.Definition of Mergers & Acquisition (M&A)6 4.Competitiveness of Manufacturing Industry7 4.1Home base - Switzerland7
4.2Manufacturing Industry in China8 4.3Trade of the Swiss manufacturing industry with China9 II.SURVEY PART12 1.Methodology12
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2.Sample Profile of Swiss Manufacturing Companies14 2.1How we defined our sample14 2.2Definition our sample companies15 2.3Profile of
the interviewed companies15 SURVEY A - INDUSTRY OVERVIEW23 1.Legal forms23 2.Importance of the business in China25 3.Business
activities in China25 4.Years active in China26 5.Profitability of investment in China28 6.Expansion plan in China for the coming 5 years28
7.Summary of Survey A - Industry overview31 SURVEY B - CHINA STRATEGY32 1.Consulting32 2.Market entrance34 3.China Strategy34
4.Overall corporate strategy: IR-Grids47 5.Business experiences in China53 6.Summary of Survey B - China Strategy56 M&A AS A
STRATEGIC TOOL IN CHINA58 1.Attractive manufacturing industries for M&A58 2.Worldwide M&A experience59 3.Reasons against M&A in
China60 4.Reasons for M&A in China62 5.Requirements for M&A in China64 6.China strategy of M&A experienced companies66
7.Recommendations for M&A in China70 8.Summary of the M&A focus part72 III.COMPARISON TO SOUTHERN GERMANY74
IV.CONCLUSION77 BIBLIOGRAPHY80 ABOUT THE AUTHORS81 APPENDIXV 1.Questionnaire sample: Survey AV 2.Questionnaire [...]

China is the largest emerging market in the world, yet Western MNCs have invested significantly less there than their
Asian MNC counterparts. Luo systematically compares Western and Asian investment strategies and their performance
in the China market and finds lessons that Westerners must heed. He also reviews and analyzes new economic and
regulatory environments (e.g., WTO) in China and their potential effect on all foreign investors. Clearly written and
readable by anyone reasonably familiar with matters of world trade and investment, the book illustrates its points with
case studies drawn from Luo's own research and is difficult to find elsewhere. The result is a needed contribution to the
literature on international investment in the China market, primarily for upper level executives and scholars specializing in
emerging markets and international business.
An eye-opening and previously untold story, Factory Girls is the first look into the everyday lives of the migrant factory
population in China. China has 130 million migrant workers—the largest migration in human history. In Factory Girls,
Leslie T. Chang, a former correspondent for the Wall Street Journal in Beijing, tells the story of these workers primarily
through the lives of two young women, whom she follows over the course of three years as they attempt to rise from the
assembly lines of Dongguan, an industrial city in China’s Pearl River Delta. As she tracks their lives, Chang paints a
never-before-seen picture of migrant life—a world where nearly everyone is under thirty; where you can lose your
boyfriend and your friends with the loss of a mobile phone; where a few computer or English lessons can catapult you
into a completely different social class. Chang takes us inside a sneaker factory so large that it has its own hospital,
movie theater, and fire department; to posh karaoke bars that are fronts for prostitution; to makeshift English classes
where students shave their heads in monklike devotion and sit day after day in front of machines watching English words
flash by; and back to a farming village for the Chinese New Year, revealing the poverty and idleness of rural life that drive
young girls to leave home in the first place. Throughout this riveting portrait, Chang also interweaves the story of her own
family’s migrations, within China and to the West, providing historical and personal frames of reference for her
investigation. A book of global significance that provides new insight into China, Factory Girls demonstrates how the
mass movement from rural villages to cities is remaking individual lives and transforming Chinese society, much as
immigration to America’s shores remade our own country a century ago.
A comprehensive reference book providing the tactics, strategies, and methodology for establishing a manufacturing
plant in China. The book is jam packed with details including sourcing Chinese equipment, importing used or new
equipment, building construction, and permit requirements.
An insider reveals what can—and does—go wrong when companies shift production to China In this entertaining behindthe-scenes account, Paul Midler tells us all that is wrong with our effort to shift manufacturing to China. Now updated and
expanded, Poorly Made in China reveals industry secrets, including the dangerous practice of quality fade—the deliberate
and secret habit of Chinese manufacturers to widen profit margins through the reduction of quality inputs. U.S. importers
don’t stand a chance, Midler explains, against savvy Chinese suppliers who feel they have little to lose by placing
consumer safety at risk for the sake of greater profit. This is a lively and impassioned personal account, a collection of
true stories, told by an American who has worked in the country for close to two decades. Poorly Made in China touches
on a number of issues that affect us all.
This is a Two-Part book. Part One is my autobiography and personal experiences as an importer. In Part One you will
learn all the necessary steps of sourcing, manufacturing, shipping, and clearing your goods through US Customs. There
are many books that offer the "how to" knowledge of sourcing, buying, and importing from China. However, most of the
books I have seen are very limited in providing any real applied knowledge or experiences.What sets this book apart from
any other book on importing is the story of my life and career as an importer. I will take you to China and you will
experience the things I experienced as I went from small cutlery retailer in the 1990's to an overseas motorcycle and ATV
manufacturer with distribution centers in both Los Angeles and Hawaii. I will also share with you how Mike Turber and I
started a business in 2001 with only $750 and did $1.7 million in gross sales our first year selling kid's electric scooters
and how we became the largest seller of electric scooters on Ebay selling over $900,000 USD in retail sales on Ebay in
2003.Nobody ever gave me an instruction book on how to buy and import products from China. Nobody ever gave me a
book on Chinese culture or how to do business with the Chinese. There are some things about Chinese culture that took
me many years to understand.I will share with you some 18 years of experience and some 50+ trips to China for the
purpose of establishing new business relationships and inspecting orders before shipments were made to the USA. I will
share with you the decisions I made both alone and also with other business partners as we selected products to
manufacture, dealt with manufacturing defects, and selected products to manufacturer (and often times copy). When
Bank of America only offered my company a $30,000 line of credit you will learn how I received credit from the Chinese in
the form of a $250,000 line of credit from China's largest motorcycle manufacturer. I have included in this book actual
pictures I took of the assembly line process. You will learn about utility and design patents as I will share my personal
experiences of patent lawsuits and how I dealt with these law suits.Part Two is actual experiences and case studies
showing you how to use this knowledge of sourcing and how to import. When I asked people what they want from a book
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on how to import, there was one thing I kept hearing over and over again; People want to know what it's really like.
People want to know what I actually went though and experienced.As you begin reading this book, my goal is to bring the
reader to China with me. I want the reader to feel as if they are right there with me experiencing the things I went through
as I experienced what I was going through at that time. By the time you finish reading this book you will feel confident
enough to make that plunge and conquer your fears and go after your dream.One of the best parts of this book is a
secret I reveal in the final chapter. When the goal is to have the best quality product manufactured at the lowest possible
price, there is a secret that has helped me and many other small and large companies take the mystery out of where to
have specific product(s) manufactured. As a business owner you will make investments. For some of you, reading this
book will be the best investment you will ever make into your future as an importer.
Doing business in China is tougher than you think. Not only is the culture vastly different, but China's experience in manufacturing
is still developing. It will be a few years before the majority of manufacturers are up to world standards. In the meantime, quality,
contract laws, schedules and logistics must be closely monitored. As a result, the things Westerners must do to be successful are
far different from dealing with American or European manufacturers. The best way to quickly come up to speed on these
differences and how to handle them is to learn from the experience of others. Through over 20 extraordinary executive interviews,
Rosemary Coates captured the essence of sourcing and manufacturing in China. '42 Rules for Sourcing and Manufacturing in
China (2nd Edition)' is a pragmatic approach that every businessperson headed to China must read. For business people who are
experienced in doing business in China, or for first-time visitors, this book will provide valuable insights from real executives and
experts. These executives offer their personal experiences and recommendations about sourcing and manufacturing in China.
Going beyond simple cultural do's and don'ts, you will discover: how business is really done how you can make things happen in
China the mistake westerners often make, and how to avoid them what made these executives successful Based on her 25 years
of supply chain experience, much of it spent living and working across Asia, Rosemary Coates has become an expert on doing
business in China. Her own personal experiences in China are interwoven into this book.
I have over 5 years of experience in the Mini Importation Business and have successfully imported thousands of products from
China to my destination country with ease and at very cheap costs. Especially from 1688.com.1688.com is the biggest and most
popular Chinese wholesale platform where retailers in China buy products directly from the manufacturers and resell at a higher
price on other platforms such as Alibaba, Aliexpress, Gearbest etc. So if you thought you always get the best price for items
purchased on Alibaba or Aliexpress, you are wrong because these platforms sell products at prices up to 4X or more compared to
the price of same item if purchased directly from 1688.com.But the problem is that 1688.com website is written in Chinese
language and meant for the Chinese based retailers. So most people rely on using Google translate and Chinese based suppliers
to order for products from the platform.With this step by step guide, you will learn how to purchase products directly from sellers on
1688.com who are usually the manufacturers of the products and ship it directly to your location without hassle and cheaply. It
Covers The Following: 1. Sourcing for products from 1688 at very cheap price 2. Steps to buy products directly from
manufacturers on 1688 without the use of suppliers 3. Contacting the product manufacturer/supplier 4. Paying for your items 5.
shipping your goods 6. ResourcesGet the complete guide now and learn the secrets of importing products easily from 1688.com
by yourself which most people don't know about.
Innovation studies have long been confined to the theoretical system established by the scholars of developed countries in the
West. It is difficult to use these studies to understand the real nature and law of technological innovation in developing countries.
This book, in an innovative manner, studies the theoretical system of secondary innovation, and reveals the evolution law and
dynamic innovation mode of the activities carried out by technologically backward countries. It does so by laying an important
foundation for the development of management science theory on the basis of the standpoint and characteristics of developing
countries.
Chinese manufacturing industries continue to impact the world economy. It is important to understand what is happening in China
and the uniqueness of Chinese manufacturing industries. Manufacturing Productivity in China brings together a group of authors
from academia and industry to give an industrial engineering micro viewpoint instead of an econ
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